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5 Nov., 1970

oru
Out of order
Dear Sir:

It seems to me, as a student in
Northeastern College, that with
the influx of students into the
school, puts a great strain on the
facilities, especially the library.
There is one copying machine in
the library and two outside in the
hall . The two in the hall are of little
use as they are out of order half of
the time. When a student has a lot
of work to do the machine in the
library is tied up for a long time. I
would strongly recommend to you
that at least one more machine be
installed in addition to the one that
is there. It is very necessary and as
soon as possible.
Disgusted.

To the People:
The Oct. 22nd issue of the
PRINT contained an article on
page three entitled "Student Government Gets Five Presidents."
This article contains strategic withdrawals from the facts that should
immediately be seen as lies. They
are clarified as follows:
I.
F red Williams is not
SJ.Pantos.
2. Dean Howenstein was not ·
on campus the day of the election
to recognize the president .. In his
absence, Dean Pitts officially recognized him.
3. Brother Fred did not announce his own candidacy. The
people knew Fred wanted to be
President and decided to make his
wish a reality. "I never in the wildest dream thought I'd be " said an
emotional President. This reality is
as valid as Gene Kube's. More
down to earth though.
4. For the sake of dear democracy, twenty-seven people
agreed they needed an election. A
free choice. Four people with fast
legs carried the message through
the baJls, the lunchroom, the
lounges, and the Rooms that there
would be a Free Election in the au-

ditorium in five minutes. This, it
should be noted, was five minutes
more than was given when Eugene
was elected.
5. The people who were interested in a community met there in
five minutes. There was a C.W.C. l
class going on as was reported . The
class was attentive. Really beautiful. They didn't look up hardly at
all. A tribute to a Great Lecture.
6. An Election Official, probably the one who sits next to you in
class, announced the election. Fred
Williams did not, though Eugene
Kube tried to start a precedent
when he nominated himself several
months earlier in the same room.
Nominations were made. Twentyseven people voted for Brother
Fred. That's all . It was unanimous.
Aslo twice the number that voted
for clean Eugene. It's also less than
six thousand abstaining, an improvement over Kube's election
turnout and a revival of faith in
participatory Democracy.
7. In regards to the PRINT's
reporting of the famous 11 :45 incident they again mislaid the facts,
even though the PRINT chief, Mr.
Jurmann, was bodily present. The
PRINT neglected to mention that
the only people there were the President, his four public service
guards, a cameraman student of
McLuhan, and a good piano player.
8. Not reported were these
facts:
None of the People's Public Service bodyguards were
allowed to accompany the President on camera.
The President was continually
interrupted and provoked.
President Williams was rudely
whispered to by an administration
lackey to "Put that gun away!"
The head of the President's Public Service Guards stated that the
interviewer "unfortunately, could
have been shot." Luckily for him
he wasn't.
The President was then insulted
by the interviewer when he repeatedly to!d him to "Not talk like
THAT." In a volitale situation,
with a hysterical interviewer on his
hands, the President remained cool
and calmly gestured with his
middle finger. A mark of restraint
we can all admire.

Open letter to President Sacks :
At NISC students hove been i r,-nor cd, abus ed, oind
step~ed on. Students ha ve had the patronizine tokcnis~
of this ad!:"i nis:tration crarned do1m their throa.ts for
too lone. This must stop now! ·
As a fir s t step to,;Drd s tudent po wer over our

01·m

lives, we condemn the prices in the cafeteriD, bec au se

students v:crc not allowed to pi.rticipa te in the decision
to raise these prices.
20¢ for a v,atered dovm Coke,
35¢ for oatmeal ma squerad in g as a hrnnbur cer, an d
other ricl:lculous conccd:l.ons ar0 beyond the de sirabj.li ty
of ;,ny thinking individual. Si nce t he present food
'<uality and prices =c not ac ccpt able, we as studen ts
de::wnd the pot"er that students s hould have:
1. that the nri!ces in the cafeteria be lowered to the
price level they were at before the Sprini,, 1969
increase.
2. thG.t t h e prices be re-ne gotia ted by a cor.:~;itte e
consisting of 2c!.!:'l intstrat io n , faculty, and stu dents
,.1th a e1ajority of student . representatj_on.(T!li s

cfo!Jand bein& justified by t he fact th{l t t he over-

1',hehins !:lajo!'ity of patrons of the cefeteria. a.re

th-e students.

3. · that these da:.: ands be ,,nswered publicly on or
before ?:ove~1bcr 6th, 1970.

President Williams and the
people he was with were threatened
by an uncivil servant. The uncivil
servant, bound by the chains of his
own bourgeois ideology, threatened to call "Security Police" and
have the President arrested for loitering on the set while the program
was in process. Despite the double
standard (It was pointed out to him
that the regulars of the show are all
guilty of that and had never been
arrested.) he cited State law that it
is illegal to loiter on publicly
owned property in use for educational purposes.
9. It was only producer Ken
"Doll" Davis' quick talking forked tongue that averted a potential
blood bath. He suggested, in the
spirit of sacred compromise, that
everybody shuffle their feet or
blink their eyes so that technically
they were all moving, actually milling about. There is no state law
prohibiting milling about. (At least
that is being enforced on white
side of the city, in a white man's
school.)
I 0. The PRINT's biography
of Fred Williams is a fabrication
limited, and unimaginative.
It should be clear to the people
that the PRINT appears to be following it's usual policy of the little
lie . And it is the little lie that gets
caught. Remember, Adolf? Yet, it
could be just another example of
their sloppy reporting. BE ON
GUARD . There are enough BIG
lies on this campus without the
PRINT creating more of them.
After extensive deliberations,
the Northeastern Institute for
Propaganda Analysis recommends
the following actions to the people:
A. If the staff would get paid
like the Editor in Chief now does,
maybe they'd stop being sloppy
and get conscientious. Though it
would be noted that Mr. Jurmann, who we assume is also human, let the article slip by him. In
that case it was negligence and he
should receive a cut in salary. OR
Glen Jurmann deliberately wrote
the story and is out of touch with
reality. If this is the case he should
be sent somewhere for R. and R.
(Rest and Recuperation) This is
now being investigated.
B. If Mr. Liebow put his journalism classes on the job, into a

field of experience; where they are
not just accountable to him for the
insufficient reward of a grade and a
credit, but were responsible to the
people, you might get some facts
straight. The only real CREDITS
that are necessary are those following a work of art.
To quote the chairman of the Institute, Aldous J. Smith, "Mr. Liebow, ducks can swim and students
can write, if they have water or a
typewriter.
Anonymous
P.S. To the PRINT: This is your
first warning, or reminder. It's up
to you.

come President of the United
States, claiming that he would
make me his second political prisoner. Soon after graduating from
Lane he entered Northeastern,
working in the "morgue" of a major metropolitan newspaper to
augment his income. Today he
lives in his own apartment near the
campus where he spends a great
deal of time reading books and
listening to music.

Soul Food
vs Solid Funk

Editors note: Steven Joseph Pantos
went to get something to eat
claimed on th e I 1 :45 television from the HOt Lunch Line (Hole).
program that he was Fred Wil- Now. being of sound mind and
liams. He alo claimed that "at body, I tried to pick the lesser of
least ten seconds notice" was giv- four evils; corned beef and caben to the students about the elec- bage, meatloaf; and everything else
tion. The interviewer, Bob Brown, was just completely undistinguiasked Mr. Pantos not to use pro- shable. So, I picked meatloaf.
fanity while on the air - surely not Right, just how bad can anyone
an unreasonable request. At the make meatloaf. Well, I know that
time, he definitely was not hys- this school is renown for its freeterical. The so called "uncivil ser- dom of speech , but damn if you
vant" was actually a faculty mem- . tasted that stuff, there's some pretber who happens to be the head of ty funky talk going on in there.
O.K. I go into the HOt Lunch
the television department. At the
time of the incident, no mention of LinE (HOLE) and look around . I
loitering was made. Also, no men- walk up to the counter and the nice
tion of shuffling feet, etc. was clean lady says "WHAT DO YOU
made. There is no " N ortheastern WANT?" Well, like I said , I took
Institute for Propaganda the lesser of four evils and came to
Analysis" registered on this meatloaf. So I asked her "What do
I get with my meatloaf?" "What
campus.
To give further insight into the EVER YOU PAY FOR." So after
biography of Mr. Pantos, I would picking the best they had to offer I
like to make the following addi- was sure that only mashed potatoes
tional comments, speaking as a and corn would be able to hold up
person who knows Mr. Pantos as to the strain of gravy confar back as when he was consid- frontation . So I make my lowly way
to the check-out line (everyone
ered "straight."
wants to check-out fast). Now
Steven Joseph Pantos was conthat I have sat down and slowly
sidered a good student at Lane
raise my hand to encounter the solTechnical High School in Chiid mass of mashed potatoes, now
cago. It was there that he took a
I've just come from a long drag in
college prep curriculum and be- swim class and that water has a
came interested in the Lane Daily wonderful taste but never the lesss I
and the Student Council. He ac- was hungry . Well, when I put that
tually went on to become the Pres- mashed mess in my mouth it was
ident of the Student Council. like:
While attending Lane, he unfortuthere it was sitting on my palnately befriended the current edi- ate, and the taste was like having
tor of this newspaper. Beir.g of bacteria come alive in your mouth
Greek descent, he has often and jumping around and dancing
claimed that he would some day on your tastebuds. Just what more
open up a Greek restaurant or be- can you expect from your HOt
Lunch LinE. O.K. now not to be
To:
Henry Bofman
bitchy I let some one else taste it
Leon Intrater
before I go and throw it on the floor
AJeksandra Sikora
and watch the paint die. It killed
Barry Gold
Annette R. Rozmin
her too, so I take it back. · Now I
Paul Meyer
must inject her this one point I paid
Bob Hewitt
$1.25 for this experience and when
I go with the plate back to the hole
From:
President Sachs
this nice clean lady asks me
Date:
October 28, 1970
"What's wrong?"! say " I can't eat
it." (Here comes the good part)
Your open letter of October-27 deals with complai~ts about the_lack .
"Why don't it taste good?" Now
of student involvement in setting prices and quality for food )n the
what kind of damn gall has this
Northeastern cafeteria. Your demands further narrow the complaint
to prices. I have checked with Mr. Harralson and_h: agrees that students woman got? So I say "no." Now in
were not involved in the last price increase .decision·. He also assures
the meantime, another nice clean
me that the recently formed Board of Managers for the C?"'"uter Center,
lady comes in and says "JUST
composed of 15 inembers (8 students-six ~a)'. and two evening-, 2 fa 7ulty,
TAKE IT AND GIVE HER
one alumnus, one civil service, two administrators and o~e corrmun)tY
SOMETHING ELSE." So this I
representative,) has food prices on its agenda for the fir~t mee!ing
on October 29 .. Your open letter will be presented for consideration.
can handle and that's good, until
she
asks me "WELL WHAT ELSE
You are well aware that the lack of elected student represent~tives
WOULD YOU WANT." Now
makes student involvement difficult and cumbersome. _T~e solution .to
this problem lies in the hands of student~. _The de 7ision to ~bol)sh
I've already been through a lot but
the Senate and elections and vest all decision-makin~ authority in
this is too much. Then, before I can
the hands of one person was made by~ stude~t vo!e with a numbe'. of
make a "choice?" she comes out
faculty and administration recommending against it. In the ensuing
again with "ANYTHING ELSE
vacuum, it was difficult to get continuity of service by students even
for key committees.
YOU GET WILL COST YAH
EXTRA." Now I've had just about
In response to your particular demands, prices were raised because
enough-first I pay $1.25 for some
the cafeteria must be self-supporting. No money,_except tha! f'.om food
sales can be used for operating expenses, supplies, depr:ciation of
solid funk, then I have to pay for
equip~ent, etc. To lower prices, with no evidence that th)S 7an be . .
anything else I get and not receive
done without operating at a loss, would be unwise. A conti~uing deficit
any refund. No, no, no. Not this
would cause the cafeteria to close. The Board_o'. Ma~ager~ is the comkid. I rather get the chicken soap
mittee which will control prices within the limi!ations imposed by
the necessity that food-services be self-supporting.
from the vending machine.

The administration of this college has been and is )nterested in improving food services. Such improvement can be attained only t~rough
the cooperative efforts of all concerned. I urg: you to work with
the Board of Managers for improvements to benefit all.

forum
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Northeastern
Rides Board

Referendum Soon
Jay P. By,oo

issued , with interest. The Union Fee, by law, must be based on the existing
enrollment. It appears logical that as enrollment increases, meaning more
students paying the fee, the fee will be lowered. It also seems logical that
once the building is paid for the fee will be dropped. Well, neither of these
are entirely true, -but they are possible.
First of all, by the time the building is paid for , we could have 20,000 or
30,000 students and will probably need more buildings and additions to
_the Center. Second, the fee is based on our present enrollment, but doesn't
include increases in building costs such as materials or labor. It's important to remember that the fee will not go up unless students vote to increase it again. So whatever you pass on the referendum is final and
cannot be increased but it can go down .
.ttfa
Q) Why isn't the faculty contributing any money to the Commuter
Center?
A) According.to State law, student unions are not to be built out of state '
funds, therefore putting the burden of raising money for such a building
upon the students. This law does not disallow private donations, or solicitation of contributions from outher sources. In accordance with the law
the Commuter Center committee is submitting a proposal to the faculty,
asking them to contribute money each trimester, equal to the amount paid
by a part time student which is 50 percent of the fee -paid by a full time
student.
Q) Are the Science building and the Commuter Center the only buildings to be built in the next few years?
A) No, by the time the Commuter Center is built we will have also built
AJ Completion date is the fall of 1973, which means if you're a fresh- two High Rise parking lots, the Science building, the future classroom
man you will definitely have a Student Union before you graduate. If you and library buildings. We will also probably have an increase in enrollare a sophomore, you have a good chance of seeing it. The architect said ment to over 12,000 students, compared to the 8,000 we now have.
there is a great possibility of a much earlier completion because of the type
of building. If you graduate before September '71, you will not have to
pay any increase in the Union fee.
Q) Will there be a write in space on the ballot for a f~udent to indicate
additions or deletions of certain rooms?
A) Yes, you may use the back of the ballot for additions or deletions.
Q) Where is the Center going to be built?
A) In the area now occupied by the tennis courts, which will be moved
to a new location. The library will be the building just east of the Center,
and a High Rise parking lot to the West.
Q) Do they have any intention of lowering the fees once the center is
paid for?
A) This a difficult question because of the number of possibilities.
Bonds will be sold to raise the estimated 7½ million dollars needed to
build the Center. The purpose of the Union Fee is to retire the bonds
I have received many questions during the last month concerning the
Commuter Center. It would be difficult to answer them all so I have
selected those questions which were most often asked . If you have any
more questions be sure to ask them at the voting area next week or by the
display in the North Hall, adjacent to the cafeteria.
Q) What happens if the referendum is defeated?
A) We will not have a Student Union, and we will continue to pay our
$10 fee . We will also probably have wasted thousands of dollars, in consultant and architect fees.
Q) If the referendum passes, how soon will we have our Union?

Student fee expenses outlined
STUDENT UNION F~ES (BU:LDING FUND)
September 30, l<..,70
to

li."!co:::.c.

J.'.'ltC

Fees Collected

1965-66
1966-67
1967-68

!'larch 1967 '.l'r.:r -$fcr- from Coatingency
Fees Collected
1968-69

"

1969 - 70

1970-71 (co dete)
*Fees due from Scholarships and
Grants (Estimate)
Income from Investments to date

Expense

~

3,544.50
20,086.20
23,887.20
40,170.94
45 , 421.00
45 , 009.75
47,324.75

3 ,544.50
23,630.70
47,517.90
87,688 . 84
133 ,109. 84
178,119.59
225,444.34

5,600 . 00
12,466 .61

231,044.34
243,510.95

Gyo Obata Commuter
Center presentation

Expenses to date
Novenber 1969 -Two Building ConsultantsInterviews with Committee at NISC
Jan. co Sept.
1970
-Building Counsultant Fee
aud expense paid to date
1969-70 -- Committee Member's Visitat~ons
to Various Unions in and out
of state
Dec. 1969
Appraisals for House on Bernard
March 1970
Directo r' s travel and expense at
National Conferences
1969 - 70 - Hiscellaneous - planning books and
materials film 6 deve l opment of
pictures
Encu~bered
Jan.

1970

Jan.
Oct.

1970
1970

170 . 13

243,340 . 82

2,940.51

240,400.31

1,055.34
364 . 44

239,31.4.97
238,980.53

271.93

238,708.60

6 1. 36

238,647.24

to d3te
Building Counsultant

(5,000.002,940 . 51)

Architects Fee (20% of actual)
Food Consultant (20% of actual)
Bookstore Consultant (5,000.00
limit)
Oct. 1970
Two Port~ble Buildin~s
*Electrical & Mechanical (Estimate)
Aug. 1970
Archeticts fee for remodelin \
present facilities
Aug. 1970 *Referendum Costs (Estimate)

2,059.49
81,044.00
4,000.00

236,587.75
155,543.75
151,543.75

5,000.00
56,484.00
7 , 500.00

146,543.75
88,05~.75
80,559.75

6,500.00
3,000.00

74,059.75
71,059.75

*Estimates

CAFETERIA MENU
FOR
WEEK OF NOV. 9TH
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

Hot Pork Sandwich
Swiss Steak
Fresh Thuringer and Sauerkraut
Cabbage Roll
Fried Chicken
Broccoli on Toast with Cheese Sauce
Chop Suey and Rice
Roast Veal and Dressing
Chipped Beef on Toast
Meat Balls
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Pork Sausage and Acorn Squash
Salmon Patties
Baked Fillet of Sole
Lamb Stew
Baked Macaroni
Eg gplant Supreme
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A survey taken in Ja nuary,
1970, revealed that of 3, 136 undergraduates questioned, I 164 drove
cars to school, 645 rode buses or
rapid transit, and 283 walked ,
cycled, o r were car passengers.
1,463 drivers drove along. In many
cases, these drivers pass walkers,
cyclers, and buses on their way to
school each day.
Now, just imagine if half those
drivers could find someone else to
ride with, and if a third of the busers would have a car ride available?
The immediate results? Less cars in
the parking lots, more parking
spaces; fewer bus riders, more bus
·seats; less time wasted waiting for
the bus, more time to study, sleep,
eat or whatever you like to indulge
in, but can't find the time for. Drivers would save gas money, busers
bus fare, and walkers cold feet.
But how do we bring these individuals together; how do we acquaint the bus rider with the driver
who lives two blocks up the street
and passes the bus rider each on
their ways to school each day: or
the Mustang and the Chevelle,
whose single drivers drive down
two parallel streets from their
homes a street apart?? By creating a
place where people who need rides
can find names of people who can
offer rides, and vice versa. A group
of four concerned students offer
you not one, but two such places,
for your convenience. These are
the Ride Boards.
Actually, it is a very simple set
up. On each board, a map of Chicago and suburbs has been sectioned into several areas.
To the left, Rides Needed. To the
right, Rides Available, with the
number of each division beneath
the headings, and lists on which to
place name, address, and phone
number. If o ne needs a ride, he locates his home area and writes his
name, address, and phone number
on the Rides Needed side under the
number of h is section. T hose who
can offer rides do the same on the
Rides Available side. The " Needer" can check the R ides A vailable
in his ho me area, looki ng for someone who lives comparatively near,
and give her a call. L ikewise fo r the
"Offerer." T he single driver might
find someone to share drivi ng a nd
gas expenses by checking the other
r ides available in his area. Of
course, everyt hing isn't peachy
once you fi nd a ride or rider. C lass
schedules may very well conflict.
But, the important thing is to d iscover someone to share rides in the
first place. M inor d iffic ulties can
often be overcome.
The two Ride Boards are located
1) between A and B wings, across
from DI 04, and 2) in the Cafeteria
with long tables. If either moved to
a more accessible area. This is an
experimental project, and its continuance will depend entirely on
the response.
If I've interested you, to take a
look at the R ide Boards . T he time,
money, and ulcers you save may be
your own.

The l{askaskis Plan
Fifty members of the Freshman
Class will have the opportunity to
plan their own college curriculum
without having to take the Basic
Required Courses (33 hours) or
declaring an academic major. This
is the Kaskaskia Plan which grew
out of a multi-college conference ·
in Macomb, Illinois. It's realization will be the challenge of students to have personal control of
their college.
A letter wi ll be sent to the Freshmen concerning the plan which
they should receive this week.

Forms should be returned by November 9. Of those that respond 35
will be selected at random to participate in the Kaskaskia Plan. The
other 15 will come from the Winter
Freshman Class 1971.
The Kaskaskia Plan will be run
by an eight or ten man Advisory
Committee made up of an equal :
number of facult y and students. ·
T he 35 student selected from the
present F reshman Class will
choose half the members of the Advisory Committee from their
group. One of which wi ll be an a l-

Winter Freshman Class 197 I. The
faculty positions on the committee
have already been filled . There will
also be a list of a hundred faculty
members who have volunteered
their help for any counciling the
students might seek.
Man y of the ideas expressed at
the All College Conference which
suspended classes three days last
year, will be tested in the Kas kas kia
Plan . If yo u have any questions
concerning the plan consult
Charles Barber (J-108) Advisory
Committee Chairman. Remember
Deadli ne is Nov. 9th.
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Commentary ()n SAC

Stud govt unconst
Referendum in jeopardy
In another decision , the Student
Affairs Council rescinded all motions dealing with the referendum
made October 19, 26, and 28th.
The motions dealt mainly with the
handling of the constitution referendum. This literally puts the referendum up in the air and the future
of such a referendum remains unseen. However, Dean Howenstine
was quoted as saying that he was
happy to see an established body
making an effort to return to a constitutional Student Government.
Kube Comments
'
J n an unofficial interview Tuesday night , it was reported that
Gene Kube stated that he was turning over info rmatio n dealing with
student funds to several politicians.
T he Print learned that Mr. Kube
stated that he wouldn't be surprised
if Dean Howenstine a9d"" Dean

action of Nov. 2, 1970

Zimmerman lost their jobs and that day Kube made several allegations,
President Sachs might resign under on the 11 :45 show, about Dean
outside pressure. The exact infor- Howenstine's right to intervene in
mation could not be determined at this matter. He also stated that he
press time however.
would no longer consider himself
Student
Government president.
The Student Affairs Council, in

In evaluating recent events relative to student government, it is
flelpful to distinguish between recognition and constitutionality.
A n y g o v e r n m e n t , cona surprise move Monday, declared
stitutionally
established or otherStudent Affairs out
that Northeastern is still under the
wise, might be recognized by its
old constitution. The Council
citizens or by outsiders not subject
By declaring the Student
ruled that to suspend a conto its governance. Recognition in
Government
president
out,
they
stitution, a two-thirds majority of
this sense implies an acceptance of
the voting body must vote to in- also, in effect, declared all student a de facto governing authority, not
validate the constitution, and this presidential appointment com- necessarily approval of the fonn of
was not reached. This, in effect, de- mittee members unconstitutional. government, and is a common occlares the Student Government, The motion to declare the presi- curence in international affairs.
the Students on the Student Affairs dent unconstitutional was carried Applying this concept to our colCouncil , and student Government by a 5-0 vote, with two abstentions. lege, it is apparent that until very
appointed members on committees The two abstaining members, recently the student body accepted
C hairman Connie McNeely and
unconstitutional.
the student government adminisBruce Rottner, were the only stutrations of Charles Greenberg, Jay
Gene Kube, defacto Student dent members of the committee
Byron, and Gene Kube and the
Government president, was noti- present. It is believed that they ab"suspension" of the student govfied T uesday night that William stained from voting because they
ernment constitution on which
Howenstine, Dean of Students, was
ere also declari ng themselves unthese administrations were based.
withdrawing his recognitio n of
onstitutional. A new chairman is
Largely because of the student acKube as president. The following
pected to be elected soon.
ceptance, the faculty and administration of the college also recognize the de facto governments of
Greenberg, Byron, and Kube.
Recently, however, students
have formally questioned the constitutionality of the October 1969
constitution - suspension referendum and of the present student
president based on that "suspension." These appeals were directed
to the Student Affairs Council
whose responsibility as an agency
of appeal is clearly defined in both

--~-------""11111~...~--.

vs.

\.

Wm. L. Howenstine

Radio Free Chicago
For about the past three months
WEA W-FM ( I 05. I) has presented
a program named Radio Free Chicago - a radio program for the
aware youth . Radio Free Chicago
is aired every night at midnight,
Tuesday at 2:30 A.M.
Th is program is run entirely by a
group of about doze n young
peopl e. Inclu ded in the program is
und ergro und rock mu sic, di scu ssion s on controversial topics ,
interviews with variou s people in
the forefro nt of the music world
and "hip" news about going in the
Chicagoland area . Curre ntl y
R.F.C . is broadcasting a Series of
cultural history shows , including
the las t interview with Lenny
Bruce and a special program on

Join
Pitts

If you can dig underground music or good humor; if you are tired
of listening to the bubblegum music and listening to the bad humor
and superiority complex of AM radio and their poor excuses for disc
jockeys, you have a chance to refresh yourself by listening to some
real outasite music.
T he onl y drawback to all of th is
is that Radio Free Chicago needs
MONEY!!!
If you can spare some dough,
Little English
~
Miss Cue
any amount, send it to :
RADIO, FREE CHICAGO
3305 N. Ashland
5658 W. Diversey
WEAW-FM RADIO
~~
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
24 TABLES
18 TABLES
Remember it's your voice, so
let's keep it going, LOUD!! I can ~
OFFER EXPIRES: 12-20-70
dig it, and so can you!!!
~""''-"4~,'-~'-~~:"li.~00~~~~~00~~~

a hustler to play pool.

Present this coupon
and play for 1/3 off
~
the hourly rate.
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FIVEfR.'l!I PIECES.

Tues.
10-12'
Thurs 10-12

....................................

November 3, 1970

"Ifyou see nothing
else this year,
you must see

Griff

~

William L. Howenstine
Vice-President for Student
Services and Dea n of Students

NORTHEASTERN SPECIAL
You don't have to be

Gene Kube

Brian Kilmnick
the immortal humor of the Marx
Brothers.
The group buys their air time
directly from the station. I have
learned that they pay a sum_ of
about $560 a week. Money is hard
to come by for this important
group and comes from various subsc r ibe rs
a nd
advertisers
grudgingly.
Why do I say this group is so important? They are important because this is your voice in this proestablishment world . If you are a
non-co nform ist, you don 't have a
prayer and this group is out to
prove you can get by if you really
try. Even in the event you are a
conformist you might be interested
to see how the other half lives.

the Student Constitution and the
Faculty Constitution. The Council's judgment, as announced yesterday, is essentially: that the suspension of the . Student Constitution in October 1969, was unconstitutional; that the present student "president" has no constitutional basis for his authority
and should no longer be recognized; that the ''former" student
consitution (ratified February
1967) is still in effect; and thatthey,
the Student Affairs Council should
arrange for student elections in accordance with the existing student
constitution.
I support the idea of one collegecommunity constitution which
motivated so many students to vote
for a suspension of their constitution in October 1969, and I
regret the fact that so little has been
done during this past year to
achieve a college-community constitution. Neverless, I, personally,
welcome this return to constitutional process in student government and as Dean of Students I
plan to cooperate with the Student
Affairs Council actions.
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It will not, I think,
"'f ever fade from
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Dr. Betz discusses 5 Nov., 1970
Illinois Prairie
Roundabout F~ank's
in Sun Times

corey's
corner
A man drops his fifty cents in a cigarette mac~ine. ~e l?icks ~p the
package, stands it upright in his hand, and talks to_1t. He 1_s disappointed.
The package does not dance fr6m side to side, and sing, asking to _be tasted.
Twenty seconds later , a woman buys a package that does. One ma thousand .
This commercial may be the last new cigarette gimmick to be sh~wn on
television. Cigarette commercials have been outlawed from rad10 and
television by Congress, effective January first. Pressure from many
groups apparently outweighed the c)garette lo?by's influence. .
Automobiles, one of our country s largest air polluters , are still free to
advertise on the airwaves . Alcoholic beverages, illegal to purchase only
thirty-seven years ago, can also buy as much time as they want. So can
political candidates.
.
Thirty or sixty seconds isn't enough t1m~ to talk about complex and
complicated problems, and what the cand11ate propo~e? t~ do about
them . It isn't enough time to present the candidates quahficat1ons for the
job he wants. It is enough time, though to subtly slander an opponent. Or
to transform a name into a household word.
One of the most successful image-makers in the country wa~ ~ guest on
the Dick Cavett show last week . He showed some old poht1cal co_mmercials, and spoke frankly about the tactics used to i:nake a stumbling
clod appear intelligent, capable, and popular. It certainly w_o ~ld be (or
perhaps, is) a sad situation when wealthy backers and advertising executives heavily influence who will run our country for us.
.
Political commercials for this campaign, an off-year election, we'.e
misleading vague, and psychologically slick. In two years, when The Big
Job is up f~r grabs, they'll be even worse. It isn't too early to try to put an
end to these meaningless coercive blurbs.
A ban on political commercials could force the politicans to talk more
often in park districts, high schools, shopping centers, factories, c~lleges,
and churches. Candidates shouldn't be obligated to speak mainly at
fund-raising dinners, to finance costly advertising c~mpaigns. Capable
but unknown aspirants could then compete against_ the finan~ed
"names", and make the proverbial issues important, instead of Just
money.
Television is a young communcations medium, just a little older than
most students. It is not perfect, and many bugs still have to be worked out.
Congress proved that it could exert power to get commercials they considered undesirable off the air. Following ,t hat precedent, they could work
towards banning advertisements that are offensive to most people.
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Dear ir:
.
. .
.
I
By banning cigarette commercials from telev1s1on and radio, our Congress has
shown it can effectively police the airwaves. I think, however, that a greater 1
offense is caused by commercials for, political campaigners. The best image,
rather than the best man, is elected to office far too often . Money, rather than
ability, is becoming the greatest determining factor for election.
I urge you to initiate and support legislation prohibiting candiates from
purchasing commerical time on radio and television.
Sincerely, : .

---------------

--------

Please clip out and send it-to Senator Stevenson or your Congressman.

Recently, a Biology professor at
Northeastern was featured in an article appearing in the Chicago SunTimes. Dr. Robert Betz viewed a
stretch of river-bottom prairie in
Hodgkins, a suburb south of Chicago. This area is the last virgin river-bottom prairie remaining in Illinois.
As this time, the present owner
of the prairie, the Santa Fe Railway, is planning to fill the location.
By raising the level of the land, the
railroad can use it as part of a 540
acre industrial complex. Dr. Betz
and several other conservationists
are trying to halt the plan, and they
have asked the company to donate
the prairie for a scientific and
educational preserve.
Not long ago , Dr. Betz and the
organization he is a member of, the
Open Lands Project, turned down
an offer to move several acres of
the prairie to a new locatiQn. The
naturalists argue that the prairie
cannot be picked up and moved
like sod, since some roots reach 18
feet into the topsoil. Futhermore,
conditions at the present location
of the prairie are impossible to reproduce at any new site.
Even today, the prairie is a home
for over J00 different species of
grasses and other plant growth that
Dr. Betz calls "native stuff, 100 per
cent American ." In addition, there
are many rare plants who are
threatened with extinction as they
become increasingly rare with the
drainage of wetlands.
Despite the fact that the prairie
has been surveyed and steaked out
for the bulldozing of landfill, Dr.
Betz and the other conservationists
have not given up their battle with
Santa Fe. They want the railroad to
save at least 10 of the remaining 25
acres for botanical studies.
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Almanac

Celebrations of the week:
Friday, November 6 celebrates the first intercollegiate football game in
I 869. Rutgers beat Princeton, 6 goals to 4.
Sunday, November 8 we remember Montana entering the Union as the
41 st state. (Montana, from the spanish word montana, meaning mountain
country, home of Yellowstone , Little Bighorn, Helena, and Chet Huntley
- goodnight, Helena) .
Monday, November 9th is the birth of Ivan Turgenev (1818-1883),
Russian novelist, dramatist, shortstory writer, and one whom incited
people all over the world to rebel against their parents.
Wednesday, the 11th, Washington (two days after Montana) entered
the Union in 1889. (Remember " Fifty-Two-Forty or Fight?" The people
in British Colombia do.)
Also on this day, World War One, " war to end all wars" ended. (It is the
only nationally recognized celebration of an end of a war.)
Fable of the week :
There was once an old wise man who lived in the far-off country of
Asperagus . He was well-known to the people of the region, who called
him, simply, The Sage. ·
Ev,erything that The Sage did, no matter how insignificant, was looked
upon by the people as a great event. People came from miles around to
witness The Sage's everyday tasks.
Perhaps the most solemn task that The Sage performed was when he
mended his socks. Fabulous feasts and a great festival took place and
thousands of people came to see the darning of The Sage of Asperagus.
(If you think you can do better, bring your contribution to THE ALMANAC in the PRINT office.)
THE ALMANAC will not be seen next week, due to the fact that only
trivial events (even more trivia 1 than these ) have occured during that
week, a dull one in the annals of history. More of THE ALMANAC the
following week.

nisc calendar of events on campus
thursday, 5, november. tke free film series. auditorium. 3 p.m.
saturday, 7, november. commuter center referendum. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
football club nisc vs marquette university. homecoming.
monday, 9, november. commuter center referendum located on each
side of the cafeteria 8 a.m. - 10 p .m.
tuesday, 10, november. commuter center referendum. 8 a.m. - 10
p.m.
free film series. DR. STRANGELOVE. with peter sellers. 7:30 p.m.
what happens when a mad scientist presses the destruct button?
w_ednesday, 11, november. band concert auditorium. 8 p.m.
CIVILIZATION on color t.v. in the b-lounge 7·30
thursday, 12, november. music department concert at 1:00 in the
aud.
diane regains, soprano. alien anderson pianist.
off campus
friday, 6, november. syndrome presents the heavy music of TRAFFIC
siegel-schwall blues band, mott the whoople and conqueror
worm. 8:00 p.m.
8:00p.m.
saturday, 7, november. newman club corn cellar will present mau
reen rybicke. open 8-11 p.m.
chicago symphony orchestra will present an all beethoven con
cert. for further information contact orchestra hall box office.
ivanhoe theatre 3000 n. clark presents piper laurie in william archi
bald's THE INNOCENTS a drama adapted from henry james THE
TURN OF THE SCREW it opened thursday, 29, october and will run
thru december 6.
.
A
. augustana college will present A COMPANY OF WAYW~RD
SAINTS by george herman located at 639 3Bht st. rock island, illinois
for tickets and further information contact the office of public events
area code 309 794- 7306.
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LUNCH AND DINNER
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"Freedom of conscience, of education, of speech, of
assembly are among the very fundamentals of democracy and all of them would be nullified should
freedom of the press ever be successfully challenged."
-Franklin D. Roosevelt
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Managing Editor, Connie McNeely
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Photography Editor, William Spreitzer
Faculty Advisor, Ely Liebow

Commuter Center
Ar, this campus expands more and more every year, the need for a
Commuter Center grows more and more accute. No one needs to be
told about the difficulty involved in just trying to find a seat around
this campus, nor does anyone need to be told about our almost total
lack of recreational facilities. We are almost literally bursting at the
seams and something must be done soon to alleviate the problem.
Over two years ago the students of Northeastern realized the seriousness of this problem, and next week we have the opportunity to
do something about it.
Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday all students will be given to
opportunity to vote for the plan they feel is best for a Commuter
Center. There are five alternative plans, plus a no vote that will be put
before the students. The Ad Hoc Committee for a Commuter Center
is asking the students to approve the $30.00 increase, a plan in
which there would be consecutive $10.00 increases in 1971, 1972
and 1973.
We feel that a Commuter Center should be approved and that the
$30.00 increase is the best plan. This plan incorporates the most
needed facilities for the least money and seems to be well planned
out. For this reason, we urge you to vote for this plan. However, we
also urge you to study all the alternative plans so that you understand just exactly you might be getting .

Guest Editorial

Rebutta I: Sororities
A rebuttal to Jane McGann's editorial on sororities appearing in Print,
October 22, 1970.
You ma~e it ~ou?d as if sororities are modified "lonely hearts clubs." I
resent that 1mphcat1on. I am currently a pledge for a sorority, and engaged
to s~meone out of_school. I really don't need the "security of swinging frat
part,~s and know,~g a whole frat of guys. What's wrong with joining a
sorority to make fnends and have fun?
I ~ee nothing humiliating in pledging and I don't feel as though I'm
walkmg around the school " looking dumb." What is there to look dumb
a~JOut? !f there's ~ name tag on your shirt, a beanie on your head, or a
nbbon m your hair, most people have an idea that it is for pledging and
what's so dumb about that? If a pledge feels he or she looks dumb then
they have the wrong attitude about oledging as far as I can see.
~s far ~s hu~iliatio~, I don't see anything degrading in eating a pearl
omon while bemg told it's a frog's eye or anything si milar that may occur
on "Hell Night. " I've been through one and that's about as severe as it
got.
_"The l~ngths we go to conquer loneliness and insecurity." Aren 't you
bemg a little melodramatic, Jane? I don't feel I have any great need to
"conquer loneliness" in that I do have friends in and out of school but
I've found ~he girls I have come to know are really great to even just si~ and
talk to, which was one of my main reasons for joining. I honestly don 't feel
they have any real great desire to humiliate me, (sorry to disillusion you,
folks.)
_Display and limitations is your ending note. Display of what? Friends~1p and to?et_herness are something to be proud of so why not display it?
If you felt l_1m1ted you have yourself to blame. I'm sure no one broke your
arm _a?d s~1d ~ou can•~do things outside the sorority or for yourself. Sure,
part1c1pat10~ 1s the pomt of a sorority, but it doesn't take every minute of
your spare time.
I went looking for more friends and I found them . Needless to say- I'm
glad I joined.
.,
Terri Kocol

~·
Even more important, we urge you to study your own financial
situation both now and in the future. It would be wise to keep in mind
.that tuition is expected to rise again in the not too distant future and
you may not be able to afford the increase in a year or two.
Fortunately, the Financial Aid office niay be of some assi~tance here ··
by transferring students from scholarships to grants.
'
Finally, the Print feels that there are few flaws in the $30.00 ·
increase that should be pointed out by the students. One of the flaws
is the V.I.P. room, or restaurant, which we feel is totally unnecessary.
This space could be put to a much more useful purpose; i.e. a day
care center for students with small children. If you feel there are
other flaws in the plan do not hesitate to point them out in the write
in portion of the ballot.
The most important factor in this referendum is your vote. No
matter how you feel we urge you to make your opinion known by
voting . We must show that we do have interest in what happens to
our college and are willing to participate in making major decisions.
This is our opportunity - don't blow it.
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The: N"ortheastern ·Print is a s~udeni publication of Northeastern Illinois State
Coltege; Bryn Mawr· at St. Louis Avenues,. Chicago, Illinois. Opinions expressed
w ithin do not necessarily reflect those of the administration but solely those of the
individual writer. Address all comments to E-214.
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Food boycott
As shown in this week's issue of the Print, Food Services is losing
money. The reasons for this are manifold : rising costs of food,
higher costs of labor, mistakes in management, etc. An ineffective
food boycott will only make the situation worse and could even
cause the state to close down the cafeteria and the coffee shop. For
this reason , the Print opposes a food boycott.
A Commuter Center Board of Managers is now being formed to
take over responsibility for all Commuter Center functions, including
Food Services. We feel that once this Board of Managers is formed,
some changes will take place to improve this evidently inefficient
operation. We say inefficient because of the overwhelming dissatisfaction of Food Services by students as reflected in the Print
Poll. We ask students to be patient, difficult as it may be, and wait for
the Board of Managers to take action. At this point, a food boycott
will only hurt ourselves.
FOOO SERVICE REPORT, SEPTEMBER, 1970
CUSTOMER COUNT ANO CHECK ~
CJS i Qi FOOD, LABOR ANO OVERHEAD ANO PERCENTAGE Qi SALES
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Food Services Results
1. How man times a week do you eat lunch or dinner on_campus?
4 once
8 twice
2 three
O four
6 five
2. Which of the following do you find yourself going to the most?
8 cafeteria
15 coffee shop
3. As a whole, how would you rate the food?
O excellent
3 good
5 fair
11 poor
One person wrote in "beyond poor."
4. Do you feel the prices are:
Oa bargain
O reasonable
3 a little high
18 overpriced
5. What is your favorite dish offered by the cafeteria?
No two polls quoted the same thing although the most humorous
happened to be "Flood's head."
·
6. What is your least favorite?
Again no pattern appeared although hamburgers was written in four
times.
·
7. Do you find the Food Services personnel:
11 friendly
9 fair
1 rude
8. Do you think the new "scramble system" is:
3 an improvement
7 about the same
10 worse
9. What is your biggest complaint about Food Services? ,If any.
Among those mentioned were the poor selection of foods and the
high prices.
10. What would you like to see changed in Food Services?
No definite pattern was set, but many students exp;essed interest in
returning. the machines to the South Dining Hall. One person w;ote
in Mrs. Straz.
-·
Not all students answered all the questions which accounts for the
discrepancies in the totals. The poll has been turned over to Mrs.
Straz and we'll be making some additional comments next week.
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Worried about increased union fees?

Let the state pay it!
It might ease the minds of sor,,e stl'dents to know t hat certain state
scholarship programs cover (and will continue to cover) the complete
Student Union fee - regardless of the payment plan selected through the
approaching referendum. The scholarships covering the Uni on Fee are,
specifirnllv.
1. The Ill inois State Scholarship
2. The Illinois State Grant

(note that the teacher education scholarship does NOT cover the union
fee.)
In addition to the 500 Illinois State Grant and Scholarship holders currently
enrolled ·at Northeastern, there are estimated to be 500 to 750 potential
winners among the full-time student population this fall. ANY STUDENT
WHO FEELS THAN AN INCRE'ASED UNION FEE (at whatever level) WOULD
BE A BURDEN IN THE FUTURE should visit the Financial Aid Office the first
. week in January to obtain on Illinois State Grant application form .
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Phil and Andy (not shown) won the Print paint-the-pole contest. Their
entry is the top one. Phil and Andy: Come and get your prize at the Print
office- E-214.
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Reality and dreams
Recently, a fr iend of mine, who
is an American who speaks a Slavic language fluently , returned to
Chicago from a visit to Eastern
Europe . Among the ·many experiences which he related, there
was one which I found particularly
interesting and which throws some
illumination on the ideological
struggle between the left and the
right.
During his travels in the world
of Communism, my friend, whom
1 shall call Alex, befriended an
attractive blond-headed girl who
was a recent Ph .D. , and whom I
shall call Sonya. Among other
things, these two would at times
discuss serious matters, and among them ideologies. One conversation which they had I shall
now attempt to duplicat as closely
as possible to the actual dialog:
Sonya: Oh, Alex! Why must man
always be senselessly fighting ... man against man, group
against group.
Alex: It is an awful thing, isn't it?
Sonya: Yes, and you know that
your capitalist system in the West
fosters competition and rivalry,
selfishness and greed .
Alex: It certainly would be foolish
to attempt to deny that, my dear
heart.
Sonya: Our socialist system here
on the other hand emphasizes cooperation, selflessness and brotherly love .
Alex: But Sonya, I have noticed
much competition, selfishness, rivarly and greed in your system.
Sonya: But you see, Alex, this is
no fault of the system. These are
holdovers from the days of capitalism. It is impossible to change
these orientations overnight.
Alex: Socialism has had two generations to work in the Soviet Union
and I notice no basic change in the
character of the average Russian.
Sonya: That would be a factor hard
to evaluate. I have been in the
Soviet Union and I have met intellecturals who are just as I am . If
people like us populated the world
there would be no wars and there
would not even be a need for a
state. I suppose that the Hippies in
the West most closely represent
the ideals for which we stand. I tell
you Alex, that given enough time
under socialism, man will develop
himself to that level of culture, to
that level of social consciousness
that the state will whither away
and all men will live in peace, love
and harmony .
Alex: How long do you feel this
might take, my little plumb.
Sonya: Soul of mine, I don't know.
Many generations though . It will
depend on the course that events
take .
Alex: But Sonya, let us suppose
that we were to go out in the world
and find one thousand of the most
cultured, the most socially conscious men that we could. Then,
one thousand women who correspond to these men . You yourself
and your Russian comrades could
be among them . Then, let us place
them on a large island with abundant resources, and let us leave
them there to return twenty years
later. What do you suppose we
would find?
Sonya: (Silence , with wide eyes
and a surprised look on her face.)
Alex: You see Sonya, there is little
doubt but that you would find
them divided into factions with
status and power hierarchies and
with individual and group rivalries.
We will find them possessive of
territory and organized into familial units which are selfishly
struggling to enhance their lot. We
will find them in the basic condi-
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o ru
tion that we find all of mankind in
at the present moment.
Sonya: Maybe we woulqn't. Why
would it be impossible for therri to
have developed a true communist
society?
Alex: Because, Sonya, man's
present basic nature will not allow
it. You see, my sweet little one,
man is basically a mammal and a
primate. But he differs from the
other primates in two very important ways. He has highly developed reasoning powers and .... he
eats meat. In the evolutionary process from herbivore to omnivore,
changes not only took place in
man's physical make~ up and in the
increase in intellect, but behavioral
inclinations also were altered . To
think that these inclinations have
been selectively bred out of him in
the past few thousand years is a
ridic_ulous position. You see, there
i-s only one way to change man so
that he can form that Communist
utopia you speak of and that is
through eugenic programs. A basic
fallacy of Communism as well as
of all leftist and anarchist movements is that preaching, or changes
in systems, will change certain
basic aspects of man's nature. In
the face of. common sense and
overwhelming evidence to the contrary leftists persist on riding on
the false assumption that man is
essentially a tabula rasa whom experience completely molds. If this
is shown to be false, then the entire
'theoretical foundation of the leftists crumbles and with it the
ideological superstructure. And
false it is, as sure as we are sitting
here .
Sonya: But man is moldable. Look
at the diversity among men.
Alex: But look at the similarities. A
savage, a baboon and a college
professor share so very much in
common.
Bob Hill

Commuter Center
Some students have asked why
do we need a Student Union? Wei I,
if you've been around here for
awhile ... like two weeks . . . and
throught for a minute you would
know the answer. You can't think
only of the money when you vote,
you must consider the needs of students now and in the future. If
someone had had the insight as to
the needs of students we wouldn't
have our existing problem.
If you want to study now, you
have to go home or to a public library. Our library is poorly lit, has
terrible accoustics and not enough
room. The carrels are noisy and
even the basement is crowded. The
new Center will have study rooms,
lounges, music listening rooms,
etc. Our cafeteria speaks for itself
as far as its utility. The Commuter
Center will have many variations ,
in food service to fullfill all our
needs.
If you want to play table tennis,
you have to argue with someone in
the gym. When you play pool, you
get stabbed with a pool cue. There
is no real form of relaxation now.
The Center will have bowling ($39
and $45 proposal only), table tennis, pool, and quiet games etc.
When your club meets now, you
have to meet at certain times because of the lack of room facilities.
The Center will have meeting room
available when you need them.
You also will have work space, duplicating and poster making rooms,
display space and everything else
you need to be a viable organization.
We i:-arely have afternoon enter-

part two

tainment because the Auditorium ars; scientists, artists, and ordinary
is never available during the day. good citizens who exist. Mr. Hill,
No day movies, or entertainers. however, probably does not feel
The Multi-purpose room in the this way, since I have been inCenter will be used to handle all formed that he regards hippies as
shows, exhibits, performances, and responsible for the downfall of
holds 1200 people, which is 500 Rome, the rape of Lucrece, and the
more than the present Auditorium murder of Cock Robin.
holds. The Center will have Rest
Mr. Hill suggests that the Christand Repair Rooms, places where like appearance of hippies may atstudents can lay down in the after- tract Jewish youths who have some
noon, and fix or clean their clothes. sort of Messianic complex, probThe Center will employ mostly ably encouraged by their mothers.
students for the hundreds of jobs However, as Jews must consider
that will be available. It's called the Jesus to have been at the very least
Center, because it will be a central a false Messiah, perhaps even a
point for students and their activi- blasphemer, it is hard to see why
ties.
they should imitate him. Would
If the referendum fails, we won't one with Presidential aspirations
have a student union in the near imitate Aaron Burr? As for the secfuture. By 1973, we will probably ond part of Mr. Hill's analysis, it
have 12,000 or more students, has been my impression that the
compare to approximately 8,000 Messiah was to be born of a virgin.
now , and they will still be using the This fact alone would cause most
same lousy facilities we now have. Jewish mothers to declare themThe state will give us the land to selves out of the running.
build on, but the students must pay
On the whole, Mr. Hill's contrifor the building. I wish the students
bution appears to be rather inwho proceeded us had done somesubstantial, although that will not
thing about this problem, but they
at all diminish its popularity
didn't. It's now up to us to take the
among those who share his views.
initiative, by voting for the referenAs always, for those who like that
dum, which is in essence a vote for
sort of argument, that is the sort of
the future of Northeastern and us
argument they like.
as FUTURE alumni, as well as the
A Skeptic
students yet to come.

Continued from P. 2

T o ''CaptainAmerica''-~
- Sir Robert Hill
Reading your piece of crap
moved me enough to start writing a
reply, but then I realized that picking apart your dissertation, line by
line, would consume more time
than you're worth. Consequently,
I'll be brief. It's half-assed, ignorant, close-minded and prejudiced
slobs like you that make the world
as screwed up as it is.
Diane Schupack
P .S. Today ajew
Tomorrow a jewish mother
But forever a "hippie" in mind
and heart
And proud of it. Peace.
Forum is open to all members ~
of the college community for
the exchange of ideas and
opinions. No anonymous letters will be accepted for publication but names will withheld upun request. Opinions
expressed in forum do not
necessarily reflect those of
the Print. Address all comments to E-214.

Jay Byron

A Skeptic replies
Dear Sirs:
In last week's Forum, Robert
Hill informed us that a disproportionate number of hippies
are Jewish. Some people may feel
that a few Jewish hippies are insignificant when compared with
the huge number of Jewish schol-

Raoul's Pub
6350 N. Lincoln
Ladie s Night - Every Tues.
Lincoln and Devon
Sc Beer - 25c Mix Dri nks
Open 4 p .m. ti/ 4 a.m. Sunday - 6 p.m. - 8 p .m. - 1 dollar
Cocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p.m.
All the beer you can drink
2 for the price of 1

THE FLIP SIDE

3314 W. Foster
Chicago
478-1490
(Between Kedzie & Kimball)

732 Elm St.
Winnetka
446-7343
(Underground at the Fell Mall)

Flip Side price

LP1s

$319

Tapes

$4 9 5

List Price

plus w eekly specials at $2 69 eachl

Panasonic & Electrophon ic
Equipment
Craig and Motoro la Auto Units
TICKETRON Tickets to All
Maior Chicago - Area Events Now
Available at Flip Side by Ticketron
Electronic Ticket Office
Chicago store open 'til 9:l .m. Mon-Thurs;S:30 Fri & S_at.
Winnetka sotre 'til 9:p.m. Mon Thurs, 5:30 Tues., Wed., Fri., & Sat.

the Flip Side
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Club Notes
Activity Hour
The gymnasium is open for all women on Tuesdays and Thursdays
at 1:00. The basketball courts are free for usage by the women, and
beginning Tuesday Nov. 10. , a four-day free throw contest will be
held. Every woman is invited to j oin in the action.

Gymnastics
...,/

This year's gymnastic fun. and exercise has begun at last, and Miss
Meyer is already coaching our Women 's Varsity Team onto another
victorious season. Miss Meyer's training schedule has broadened
the gymnastic schedule to include an all-around fitness/warm -up
period. This time is open for any woman who wants to practice with
the club and get in some exercise through a fun media. The practice
sessions are Monday and Wednesday from 3:00 to 5:00 in the upper
gym. All women are welcome to join in the activities - no previous
experience is required.

Basketball - Varsity
Once again the Women 's Varisty Basketball Team has shown signs
for a promising season. The first scrimmage against an A.A.U. team
did no t show our team to be in th eir best fo rm; but, after reviewin g
the film of the game, all of the weaker plays of our team members
were brought out individually and now the team has benefitted fro m
the experience of that scrimmage. They played this past Saturday
against Concordia and Circle Campus, but, this time the team
showed a greatly improved harmony on the court. As in any other
chosen field, all of the team members are working hard to improve
their talents and this year they hope to have a highly victorious
season. School support is needed for all activities that students
participate in - lets have some NISC support for all our teams.

STRING INSTRUMENT PLAYERS
The NISC Chamber Orchestra invites you to joi(I our ensemble for
the coming Winter Trimester. The group offers, to students with
string instrument background, the opportunity to participate in the
rehearsal and performance of both the string orchestra and chamber
ensemble repertoire. If one wishes to enroll for the one credit, the
course is listed in the Winter Catalog as Orchestra #13-233, section
01. Rehearsals are Mondays, Wednesdays, & Fridays at 1 p.m. in the
Music Building.
If there are conflicts with other classes, the orchestra still welcomes
your participation on a part-time basis. For further information,
prospective players can contact Mr. William Schutt, Director, in
0-016 or Dr. Richard Wenz/aft, Chairman of the Music Department,
in C-430.

EVENING ORCHESTRA
Also available to string players is the opportunity to participate in the
NISC Community Chamber Orchestra . The orchestra is currently
meeting on the first and third Wednesdays of each month from 7:30
to 9:30 p.m. in the Music Building. The next rehearsal is scheduled
November 4. This program is presently composed of 16 players from
::: both the college a.nd the surrounding community. All interested,
string players from the college community; students, Faculty and
staff are invited to join . For additional information contact Mr.
William Schutt, director, at JU 3-4050 ext. 475 or in office 0-016.

LES
BALLETS
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Hujambo Rafiki
by Eugene Barnes

My cultural peers, first an apology fo r not appearing in the previous
issues of Print.
During the second week of this fa ll semester, I recall there were a group
of sisters who went for Porn Porn try outs; I was to have received a list of
those agile sisters who made it. What happened to the list?
To those of you who don 't know what went down prior to the fri ends of
Distinctions debut here, I'll clue you in. I neglected to obtain a ticket and
since no one knew the nature of my business (smile), I would not have
· gai ned entrance if I had not commi tted myself to a little work in helping to
set up the musician's instruments and equ ipment. Du ring the show there
were so many fl ashes of light from shutter bugs that you kinda acqui red a
star light in your eyes . Our brother Lorenzo was, clad most mod that
evening with his professional look ing camera was it Lorenzo? If I recall
correctl y, our ma n fl int, Mr. Speller, had to space just minutes befo re our
evening treat Mr. Speller, you would have enjoyed the vocal and musical
ensemble.
Earl y one evening between the 19th and 22nd of Oct. 70, I was in
pursu it of information pertinent to my understanding. I had just stepped
from the elevator on the 6th floor and who should be standing before me,
none other that our petite Dr. Tillman. She was engaged in a little office
Tickets on Sale:
homework but she stopped long enough to rap with me. As she spoke of
the Afro-American History course, I rather carefully eyed her Black
Mon. Nov. 9th
literature collection. She pointed out a few books and recommended them
highly. I was indeed pleased when I noticed among those she se lected that
9-12; 5-8
I had read at least two of them. Both were by African authors Things Fall
Tues. Nov. 10th
Apart and Jagua Nana.
Things Fall Apart takes place in Africa in a particular tribal provice in
9-12; 5-8
or about the 19th Century when Colonialism was infliltrating regions of
Africa. The author depicts what this province was like with its cultural
must have
habits and beliefs before and during the Christian Colonalist's interlopetion. He, the author, well, I'll let you read the rest.
validated I.D.
Jagua Nana, as she is called, was born in a small village but left for the
life of the big city. Her father was like the religious preacher of the village.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Much of what takes place in the big city for Jgua Nana related me to a
small town girl going to New York to do her "thing". The place Jagua
Nana chose to settle in was one of Africa's quick moving sectors, as New
York would be. Jagua Nana's spirit in this book again related me to the
states' scene and its people and how they deal with their problems. J agua
Nana as a real women could be highly doubtful but very possible as a
fictitious woman.
These two books are in paperback and sell for less than $2.00. Incidently, Dr. Tillman said that she welcomes the black students to visit her
and she looks forward to when she will be invited to speak on a subject
relevant to the Heritage or Black Caucus Clubs. Oh yeah, I did not give
you either of the authors names well, see Dr. Tillman.
While I'm at this book business, if any of my black brothers and sisters
care to invest fifteen minutes in a little social humor, stop in Mr. Speller's
office and request to see a copy oflntergration is a Bitch.

KLAL
KLAL will meet Thursda y, November 5th in rooms 8 - 11 3 and 8-115
at 1.- oo.-

Rally
The Russian Club is sponsoring a ROAD RALLY November 8, Sunday at 2:00, in the afternoon $1. 75 donation per carload.
PRIZES!!!

AFRICAINS
Thursday

November 19th

8:00 PM

Auditorium

Datsun
delivers extras
that others
charge extra
for or don't
have.

HERE

Price $1990 p.o.e.

DATSUN

DOUBL

Drive a Datsun .. . then deci de at:

SCHMIDT MOTORS
3527 N. WEST ERN
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

S&H

GREEN STAMPS

Something new

has been added

Greeting Cards

-

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
Al VAN'S STANDARD
SERVICE
•
4000 W. PETERSO~ (PETERSON & PULAS!(I)
II~ I

588-9365

now in the

588-985 0
FACTORY A UTH OR IZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE

& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS
• WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST SYSTEMS

• HAND WAS
•T ES-&
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Unumb does duo:

■

James
martin

Director and spokesman
by Marnie Fournier

David Un umb, director of Stageplayers' forthco ming "Summer
and Smoke," consented to an interview T uesday, October 27 . Unumb
interrupted his busy schedule at I
p.m. that afternoon to answer probing q uestions regarding the approaching production.
W ith his coffee clutched and
puffing his pipe, Unumb offered
the following:
How is "Summer and Smoke"
progressing?
"The play is all blocked. We're
in the middle of detailed rehearsals.
By 'detailed rehearsals' I mean the
breaking-down of all parts and
scenes.
H ow long will rehearals be held?
" Rehearsals are held six days a
week r ight up t o performance
time."
On a regular run-through, how
many actors are included in a rehearsal ?
"For "Summer and Smoke"
Parts I and 2, everyone is included
in the rehearsal with the exception
of Gonzales."
How do you picture the role of

Dr.John Buchanon?
"Dr. John is a man 'of some brilliance and energy. I think somewhere along the line as the play
starts, he has lost a kind of faith to
the point that he believes what he
sees or what can be demonstrated.
There exists a cross-relationship
with Alma, the female lead, who
has a belief in the soul."
How do you feel the part of
Alma should be portrayed?
"Th is is what re hearsals are all
about. Something has to be developed in them to be materialized in
the productio n. Certainly, Miss
Alma is struggling with some very
intense personal desires. And she
has been forced to live in a very
repressive atmosphere. After all,
she is the preacher's daughter so
everyone is going to look at what
she does and how she behaves. She
lives in a small town which follows

a familiar pattern in any kind of
enclosed society. John challenges
the environment ; Alma finds it difficult to do this."
How wi ll "Summer and Smoke"
rank in popu larity with the other
N ISC plays?
"Tennessee Williams is always
popular. On the basis of what I
have experienced on other college
campuses and in professional summer stock theater, audiences seem
to turn out for Williams. People ·
who have seen " Glass Menagerie"
or "Streetcar N amed Desire"
would probably enjoy seeing .
"Summer and Smoke."
What differences have you
noted in directing students rather than professionals?
"Well, there are so many responses you can give to somebody
who has been trained as a profess
sional. Professionals will have certain skill s right at their fingertips. They have experience in
speech, space movement, charanalysis. Now if by students you
mean someone who has had little _
formal training, he is going to have
to work all the harder to develop
himself in these areas. But I don't
think there is any basic distinction
on the basis of talent. The problem
is how to develop talent and skills.
Therefore, people ought to judge
productions of any given group on
that basis."
.
What type of play do you most
enj6y directing?
"Modern plays both realistic
and absurd . "Summer and Smoke"
is in the realistic realm, broadly
speaking. It uses a lot of theatrical
techniques. I enjoy directing any
play or style of production which
really explo its theatrical potential. "
Box office hours for "Summer
and Smoke" are:
Nov. 4 , 5, 6, 9, I 6 - 11 :00-5:00
p.m.
Nov. 10, 13 , 17,20- 11 :00-8:00
p.m.
Saturdays - 11 :00-2:00
Performances Nights until 9:00
p.m.

French musicale planned
by four departments
by Marnie Fournier

Offenbach's Can-Can will set
the mood of the French Musicale
to be presented by four NISC departments in the auditorium at 8
p.m. Wednesday, November 11.
The French, Music, Art and Dance
depar tments are involved.
Invitations have been extended
to the Consu late General of
France, Attache Culture!, and
neighboring high schools and colleges. The French Consulate General has, in turn , asked thirty
French-speaking exchange students to attend.
The program for the band concert includes 19th and 20th century selections and reads as fo llows:
"La Marsei ll aise·· Rouget De
L'Isle
" Ballet de Plaisir" Gustave Charpentier
"Air Al sacie n" Jules Massenet
"Solo de Concours" Massager
Soloist: Duane McDowell ,
woodwind teacher
Scenes fro m "The Louvre" N orman Delio Joio Art Department

1. The Portals
2. Children's Gallery
3. The Kings of France
4. The Nativity -paintings
5. Finale
"Le Regiment de Sambre-etMeuse" A . Turlet
"Montmartre
March" Haydn
Wood
"Three Movements from Les Biches•· Francis Poulenc
"Concerto for Percussion" Darius
Milhaud
"Orpheus Overture" Jacques Offenbach
Dance Department
"Marche Militaire Francaise" C.
Saint-Saens

"The Baby Maker"
by James Martin

22ND CENTURY PRESENTS

TRAFFIC

MOTT THE HOOPLE
SIEGEL- SCHWALL
CONQUEROR WORM
M .C. -WGLD's John Ryan
FRIDAY , NOVEMBER 6- 8 :00 PM
SYNDROME

SMALL FICES
ROD STEWART

featuring

ELVIN BISHOP
SOUP
HAYSTACKS BALBOA
M.C. -WGLD's Scorpio
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 13- 8 :00 PM
SYNDROME

In Etenlnu llth
OICI 818101

featuring live recordin1 ·
stars in person, including

CHUCK BERRY
BO-DIDDLY
GARY U.S. BONDS
JOHN LEE HOOKER
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13- 8:30 PM
AUD ITORIUM

JOHN SEBAITIII
PODIPTO

M.C .-WCFL's Robert E. lee
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14- 8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

TEI YEARS AFTER
QUATER MASS
SKID ROW MYLON

M .C.- WGLD's Gwen Johnson
FRIDAY , NOVEMBER 20---8 :00 PM
SYNDROME

FUNK ZAPPA &THE
MOTHERS OF INVENTION

M.C. -WCFL' s Pau l Christy
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21 --8 :30 PM
AUDITORIUM

SMOKEY ROBINSON
&THE MIUCLES

M .C. -WCFL ·s Larry O' Brien
SUNDAY , NOVEMBER 22- 7:30 PM
AUDITORI UM

CHICIBO

SEALS & CROFTS
M.C.-WCFL 's Ron Brita in & Gary Gears
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 26
7:00 & 10:30 PM- AUDITOR IU M

All attractions at the Auditorium Theatre are
$6.50. $5.50 , $4.50. $3.50 . Ti ckets are now
available at the Auditorium Theatre Box Office,
all Chicagoland Montgomery Ward stores, Flip
Side Records· at 3314 W. Foster, Chicago and
732 Elm Street, Winnetka, and all other
Ticketron outlets.
The SyndrofTle is located in the Chicago

Coliseum at 15th & Wabash. Tickets are $5.00
general admission and available at your
neighborhood Ticket Dealer.
Ticke.t Dealer Locations are: Chicago: Flip
Side Records, ·3314 W. Foster ; Grammaphone ,
2663 N . Clark ; Midwest Stereo. 1445 W. Morse ;
One Octave Lower , Pipers Alley in Old Town ;
One Octave Lower, 175 W. Washington ; Music
and Books, Ford City Shopping Center ;
WinnE?tka :· Flip Side Reco rds , 732 Elm ;
Lombard: Yorktown Records , 144 York town ;
Evanston : One Octave Higher, 17 30 Orrington;
Buffalo Grove : One Octave Lower, 1300 W.
Dundee.

Maybe it's the unique subject matter and some intense acting that keeps
one's inteest up in "The Baby Maker", because as a total film it certainly
has as many downs as ups.
The film deals with a suzurban middle-age couple who are u able tt have
children of their own, hire a young free-living -girl to have a child by the
husband (rather than adopting one), so that it will be at least "partiall y
· theirs."
Unique idea right? And one that provides a framework in which two
conflicting lifestyles are brought into play and tamed rather harmlessly in
this uneven film . Much of the dialogue in "The Baby Maker" is incredibly stitled and cliched and tends toward downright sillyness more than
once; yet somehow, there are several fine, warm moments on screen
which make it impossible to easily shrug this film off.
Barbara Hershey ("Last Summer"), is the baby maker who is hired to
conceive a child by the husband (Sam Groom), and there are some good
scenes between these two in particularly, as they move from an uneasy
first meeting to a warm and understanding relationship at film's end.
Collin Wilcox-Horne has some good moments as the wife who works so
hard to bring the whole thing off successfully, all the while realizing the
growing feelings between her husband and Miss Hershey, but often she
overplays the part by several degrees.
The film suffers most frt>m some terrible scriptwriting which leaves the
main characters saying some pretty silly things, and several lapses into
cliched and corny scenes such as the three of them floating hand-in-hand
thru a field blissfully. (I think we've all seen that scene enough by now).
It's this type of thing that prevents the film from being better than it is though the actors try hard enough with the material they have, to be sure.
There is also a tendency for the film to fall into sterotypes, such as the
treatment of Hershey's boyfriend and roommate early in the film , and its
treatment of the two lifestyles in general throughout the film. But I can't
totally dislike "The Baby Maerk", because just when something really
sappy makes you groan, it snaps you right back with a fi ne scene which
makes you like it, if only momentarily.
The whole film suffers from a sort of uneveness, which takes you up and
then down, but it is saved from being terminal by the fine acting of the
four major characters, (especially Miss Hershey who is very good), and
numerous touching and well-done scenes which help to carry the rest of
the film , provide real interest, and aid us in forgetting how terribly sophmoric much of it is.
* * * *

***

* *

If "The Baby Maker" is sophmoric at times, "The Sidelong Glances of
a Pigeon Kicker", which opened yesterday, is just downright childish.
A fi lm that is supposed to give equal time to the segment of the American population which identifies with neither the young nor with the Establishment, (they being too old to be a hippy and too young to belong to
the Establishment), it in fact has very little to recommend it to any group
of any age.
Jordan C hristopher plays the title role - a pigeon kicker who is a taxicab
driver - dropout with nothing but apathy for anyth ing and anyone, and he
proves magnificiently that he can't act any better than he can sing. His
whole performance is strained and uneasy, (though he plays a flip , casual
character) , and he has a tendency to make one feel uncomfortable just
watching. him. Unfortunately, Christopher is not the only problem with
the film.
The dialouge from stilted beginning to ridiculous ending is ludicrous
and unrealistic, and the other members of the cast, (includi ng Lois Nettleton), are asked to perform in such insane scenes that one can't tell how
really bad they might be.
I have nothing good to say about this fi lm, which is as bad as anything
I've seen in some time. T here is a legitimate place for this type of film
when well done ("G etting Straight" was a reasonable attempt), but this
unfortunate film is a totally senseless effort to define a misplaced segment
of American society.
_
One more thing about this film. It is being test-marketed here in Chicago, to determine if it will be released first run in other major cities
around the country. Based on its showing here, it probably ought to be
canned and shelved before it does any more damage.

Dr. Edgar B. Gangware will direct the band concert. T hrough this , , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
performance, the French Club will
set the trend for forthcoming band
concerts, Black, Russian, etc.
Fougeres Ferrier is president of the
French Club.
T he N ISC French club also has
a fil m ser ies and a dinner on the
planni ng board fo r November and
December.

SHAFER
FLORISTS-

l00's OF NEW & USED GUITARS
FOLK , CLASSIC, ELECTRIC ALL AT DECENT PRICES!

BRYN MAWRKIMBALL

MAR TIN , GU IL D , GI B SO N , FENDE R, GA R CIA

Cheap, Easy To Ptay beginning guitars: Student
discounts on all purchases.
Lessons - Expert Repairs

PHONE - 478-6276
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
NISC STUDENTS

1322 Chicago Avenue Evanston

866-6866
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.GIANT HAMBURGERS
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CASUAL AND COZY

Elton John

ROARING FIREPLACE
To eat here or take out
BARBECUE RIBS
Bratwurst & other "great"
Charcoal Broiled Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

Sunday
2:00 p.m.
in NISC
parking lot
$1.75 per car

Open from lunch till 2 A.M.
7 days a week
AMPLE FREE PARKING

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990 1447 N. Wells 664-2393

PRIZES}

"Prices For The Student's Budget"

Sponsored By
.NISC's
Russian Club

feature
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''TERESA
DARLING"

There is a young man named Elton John who ha.s been causing quite a
stir on the West Coast lately. He was originally a songwriter who had his
work recorded by various other artists. But unlike other authors who are
songwriters first and performers second, Elton John has the ability to
interpret his songs (co-writen by Bernie Taupin) better than anyone else.
My first introduction to him as an artists was through his new album,
"Elton John" (UNI 73040). Besides containing some of the finest new
songs I've heard, this Ip includes an unbelievable amount of musical
ability and taste.
I think what makes this record so great is the overall effect of everything working hand in hand together, with no real dead weight. First of
all, Elton John is areal genuis on the piano. He can make it soft and lyric,
or when it really counts, he can drive it. And so it is with his voice-strong
and clear, a voice that's at home with the beautiful melodies that are an
important part of all his songs. The thing with both his vocals and piano
technique is that everything they do is in good taste. There's no grunting
or extra notes to get in the way. Elton has a very simple, straight forward
approach that makes one want to trust in whatever he does musically.
Because of some of the themes of the tunes and their instrumentation,
when I listen to him I feel as through I'm hearing a Midevil minstrel. It's
kind of hard to describe, but that's why I enjoy this record so much. It's
just that for.me, Elton John is able to set a mood, no matter when I put it
on .
Getting back to the instruments themselves, many of the songs are
orchestrated. And like the aforementioned piano and voices, none of it is
overdone. The arranger, Paul Buchmaster, sticks to the more pleasant
sounding instruments like the cello, classical guitar, and muted trumpets,
and even the Moog Syntheisizer is used in ah easy way. When many strings
are used collectively, they are introduced into the songs solely for their
effect. In other words, they never have the musy sound that so many
groups get when thry try to orchestrate strings. Even the electric bass and
drums are added only to help a build in a song . The result is neatly divided
parts in each piece, with each new instrument added for a specific purpose.
Many people feel that Elton John can be the next big thing on the music
scene. The point is that he has what it takes to be a giant right now ; the
simplistic approach to his music and an abudence of honest talent. These
are the main things that people are looking for today, and it's no big trick
to predict that he will become very popular in the future. Just listen to the
first cut on the album "Your Song" and you' ll see exactly what I've been
trying to say.

off-campus calendar of events
theatre
HAIR at the Blackstone. Tickets range from $3.50 to $8.90. Performances seven days a week. Call CE-6-8240 for informations.
THREE PENNY OPERA at the Goodman Theatre. Tickets are reasonable. Performances every day but Monday. Call CE-6-2337 for information.
THE BOY FRIEND at the Studebaker. Tickets range from $3.50 to
$9.00. Performances every day except Sunday. Call 922-2973 for
formation.
promises, PROMISES opens at the Shubert November 8. Tickets
range from $3.00 to $11 .90. Call CE-6-8240 for information.
THE INNOCENTS starring Piper Laurie is now playing at the
Ivanhoe. Performances every day except Monday. Call 248-6800 for
information.

lheSidelong Glances
of a Pigeon Kicker
Meet Jonathan.
The very day he graduated Princeton
he became a New York taxi driver.
{Then, he met Jennifer.)

flicks
The Chicago International Film Festival opens November 6 at the
Carnegie Theater.

concert
THE SMALL FACES starring Rod Stewart will be at the Syndrome,
15th and Wabash , November 13 at 8:00 PM. Get tickets at the Flips
Side on 3314 West Foster.
GORDON LIGHTFOOT will be at Orchestra Hall Friday, November
13. Tickets are $3.50, $4.50, and $5.50 and can be obtained by writing
Orchestra Hall, 220 South Michigan, Chicago .
SERGIOS MENDES AND BRAZIL '66 will be at the Auditorium
Theatre this Friday, November 6th. Tickets are $3.50, 4.50, 5.50, and
6.50 and can be obtained at all Ticketron outlets.
THE CIRCUS is in town and living well at the International Amphitheatre at 43rd and Halsted. Tickets range from $2.50
to $5.50 and can be obtained from all Ticketron outlets. Dial
T-1-C-K-E-T-S for information.

MGM presents a Saturn Pictures-Lois Holland Callaway Production
Starring Jordan Christopher JIii O'Hara Robert Walden
Featuring WIiiiam Redfield Kate Reid lol8 Nettleton Boni Enten Melba Moore Elaine Stlttch
Novel by David Boyer Screenplay by Ran Whyte
·
Ex.ecutive Producer WIiiiam P. WIison Produced by Richard Lewis Directed by John Dexter

CINEMA

CHICAGO AT MICHIGAN
TILIPHONE 717-1722
PARK NEARBY

NOW PLAYING

NORTHEASTERN
BAND CONCERT
(FREE)

Nov. 11-8:00 P.M. - Auditorium
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Latest I ntramurals
by Brian Kilmnick

Th_e in~ramural football season is swinging around the far turn and
heading into the stretch, with the Thursday section already having
completed play and the Tuesday section having two more games of play
p~r team. The playoffs for the intramural footba ll championship beginning on November 12th.
The Tuesday section has ceased in quoting scores so although the wins
and losses for last week are included , the scores are not. The standings
and results are as follows:
p
OP COMMENT
T
W
L
They're BIG
32
0
3
0
0
Big Shots
Tke is tuff
14
36
2
1
0
Tke
Mash
Freaks
Peasant's
Paranoia
Condors

0
1

1
0

1

0

12

24

0

2

I

0

36

0

3

0

6

13

I

What's up doc
Something different
Someone's out to get
them
The Spoilers?

Results:
Big Shots defeated Peasant's Paranoia
Tke - - - shot down Condors
Freaks & Mash drew byes

Eagles

The Thursday section's final standings and results:
(Note points scored and allowed are incomplete)

w
Brahmas
Independants
Beavers
Harralson's
Heroes
Stiffs

5

L
0

3
2

I
I

2

3
3

1

FINAL
p
T
1

70
12

2

6

0

win!

OP

COMMENT

0
24
12

That ain't no bull
They're on their own
They were busy
Still our heroes
RIGID

0

8

24

I

0

36

by Dave Green

Results :
Brahmas 24, lndependants 0, H . Heroe s 8, Stiffs O, Beavers drew a
bye .. ..
. The playoffs will co~ sist of_Brahmas playing # 2 in Tuesday section
and lnde~ndan~s playing# I in Tuesday section. The winners play for
the champ1onsh1p. I'll c,over the championship and report on it in the
Intramural Football Report .. . Bye ...

classifieds
Free c lassi fied s are open to all members
of the college community but due to space
limitations some must be left out when the
classifieds exceed a half page. When ever
possible we will give " serious" classifieds
(fo r sale, wanted , etc.) firs t priority. Bring
all cla ssi fieds to E-2 14.

To Rent - Two furn. Rooms in a private
home. Kitchen privil. carpet, T.V. Excellent
cond. $50 and $60 a month . V ic . Addison
& Ashland. Call 472 -8755 (Two female
prefered) Ask for Bob.

Young Ladies Wardrobe sizes 7-9 includes
dre sses, skirt s and sweaters, slacks and
car coat-reasonable JU 8-7831 .

Drivers wanted for temporary labor servic e . $2 .50 per hour. Hours: 5 a .m. - 8
a.m . or 2 p.m. - 5 p .m . Call 332-7697
after 9 a.m.

Would the perso n who grabbed t he book
" Tantra -Sha stra " by John Wo ldruf please
return it to Bru ce Mc Kenna c/ o Print E-2 14.

Looking for a new or used
674-8000 ask for Gary Kay.

Young legs live.

Miss Rose is our heroine
What's a Lola?
Long live wholesome people like June Alliso n and June Lockhart!!
Jenell-How's Y.L.??

Mi ss Rose how's your veno cava?
Mis s Ro se how's your ven a cava?
Jerry & Randy
What is a happy day express?
W .M . 111
Dear Lola : The devi l made us do it!
Love 2 & 6
Th e Happy Day Expre ss moves on!! We ' re
#1
Attention! Bryn Mawr and St. Louis come
one! come all! stop those t r affic iams. Sign
the petitio .. 10 have a sto p lite or stop sign
put in, Sign in A -1 10 any comments?!?
come M on . Thurs 8:00
For Sa le Royal Portable typewrite r
w / case (no plastic parts) needs repa ir
$25 .00 Call Gerda Martel eves . 588-8266
Big Jake did a ll he could.
W hose that guy with th e red mustache
th at wo rk s overin the T.V. Studio?
M ona: Who 's Fred Astaire? Yo u said you
saw wh at I did with th e lady in th e medi cine c abi net: ·how can two do anything in
th e m e dici ne cabi net?!
Sydney.

I'

For Sale Royal Portable typewriter
w'c ase (n9 plastic parts) needs repair
$25.00. Call Gerda Martel eves. 588-8266.

For Sale: 1968 Cougar, e xce llent condition. Only 17,000 miles. Auto matic. Power
steering. $1700 Call 637-7466 or contact
Frank t hrough the PRINT office .

Chicago Reg io n Bnai Brith Young Adults
ha s organi zed a new chapter: Robert F.
Kennedy B.B .Y.A. A meeting will be held
Wednesday. Nov. 4 at 7:30 p .m. for more
information call Stuart: 761-3468.

•

Leather goods made to orde r. You name
it, I'll make it. Not a rip off. Call Jenny 775-2789.

l )H ave you heard abou t the bi rd?
2 .) Goo se, Devil and Puppy say hant it
ri g f• N o d.
3) F sa le one used Lump Contact Goose
or [. vi i a t Nod 's Place ; 2200 N. Bo nforte
Blv· Be lmont Resi d ence Hall, Mail Box
# 2
Pu eblo, Colora d o 81 00 1
5 ) F ,, e mbe r, w a y to go Nod .
6)
r Nod;
,/ s th e Comustan g ? Devi l wo nt's to
kn.
Please come ho me, Pu pe misses
yo
•i ng . Barb and Jerry a re fine and so
is "dy. Roz want to p la y an d Ervin does
to e,
GOOSE
I' m our wicked Uncle Ernie.
Fiddle, Fiddle , Fiddle

car?

The Doug Hough show will premiere Mon.
at 2:00 p.m.
Ron, pickup your rhythm sandals at the
table.
Peggy H . please identify yourself.
Bob Gruss .
Rick, Fred Astaire is enrolling students for
his winter cla sses. Join now and you will
be able to attend the Debutante Ball.
See JoAnn & Charli play the exciting role s
of Pierre and Madame Curie discovering
red glowing radium on the Ton Tobee
Hour.
T.P. - You ' re iust a stupi d , nasty, rotten
little Indian.

V.W.

Call

P.S. You probably flunked geometry!

Couples : Work together in your spare time
for additi onal income in a growing company. Call Don Kornelly 446-8015 or
446-8014 .
Room for rent ... Female-large beautiful
roo~ in widow's lovely apartment vicinity
of Kedzie & Devon. Quiet a t mosphere.
Phone: BR 4-8993 evenings or 761-3750.
For Sale .. 1962 Sunbeam Alpine, rebuilt
engine, clutch, pres plate etc. Good heater
& top $395 or best offer. I mostly need
money but will consider stero amp, camera or whatever in trade. 267-6684.
Will the Yeggs that stole my recorder,
pillows, Wiley coyote, road runner and 4
ft . banana please return them. Prince is
lost without them . Reward for return of all

items.
For Sale - Pair of snow tires with wheels.
Size 6 .50 x 13, like new $30, IR 8-0388.
Wedd ing Gown for sale size 11-12, Cream
satin & lace full sa tin train Original price
$400.00
$100.00 or best offer.
675-7305 .
For Sale 1961 Buick lnvicta Conv. p.
steering p. brakes p. windows good condition. Best offer. 966-8662 ask for Paul.
Musiccraft 150 watt basic amplifier with
gain control $75.00 or trade for us or
foreign coins-swords or gadders or what
have you 764-1704 evenings ask for Steve .

What ever happened to Rosemary Gerhardt?
My canary has become 99-44 / 100%
smarter since I lined his cage with
PRINT
Jim Shewe
Dan B. -

W atch ou t for Un'cle Ernie.
Joe Bodecker

Linda why must you always sleep with
someone else every weekend and especially during football games?
Jim
Diogenes in his ever unendi ng search for
truth and the honest man has installed
new lamps in the corridor study carrels in
order to help prevent necking and petting
and to stop the evils of Dionyssus.
I don't understand that last action!!
I DO!
Direct form Guadalaiara, Salvador Torres,
Su Guitarra, Sus Ca nciones. Sp anish C lub
- Tues. Nov. 3 - l :00

We have Little Bill. Ransom note will arrive
at a later date.
#65

David - See?I always th ink about you
when I' m in school. I'm so happy. November and December will be fantastic. Love
you P.M.S .

Th elm a we love you!
J.C. & R.B.
Is Northeastern Pub. a new tavern?
Congratulations Nancy and Doug .
An " lsh" is an " lsh"
Andy
Phil's still look'in

The west coast couldn 't hold me anymore.
Beware all NISC Beavers - the rapper

Ha ppy 18th birthday, Louis Desruissea ux!!! May you and ~ a ncy Zolin keep
going strong for many m ore years to
co me! Let's hope we all can go see more
monster movies at the drive-ins next summer
Dave and Mary Jane
George R. - If you would stop trying t o
be a lover, you can score at NISC.
Coz - Grapes are fine - But I prefer wine.
A former beaver cleaver see-7r
Foggot - iohn, bob, ralph, charles, bill,
and tony (ove you!
SWEETHEART (DOUG)
Chris (The Greek)
the new V.W.?

lovers .
Taurus '
Happy belated weeding anniversary to
Marsha and Eddie. Sorry we forgot!!
C a rolyn & Howie
Vote for Gary Ska liski for governor! Hear

his famous words on poverty, communism,
ecology, women's lib. and the U.N. Meet
his campaign Managers who are: the
Great Pumpkia the girl with the red VW.
Big Jake the "nice guy" Greek and the
astral proiection boy himself.

Gary -

Why won't you let us read your

autobiography? What are you hiding??? _
Dear Berns,
Congratulations! I'm happy for you and
wish you all the best. By the way, such a
friend you are!!
Love Pammy
Whose that guy with the red mustache
that works over in the T.V. Studio?

Dear Electric Co.,

Grundig Taperecorder 7" reel , 2 speed ,
fine sha p e $35 see Don in Awing carrell 2.

I'm yo u r wicked Uncle Ernie.
Fiddle, Fiddle, Fiddle

Mi ster Ron - Vegas is winning - New
York wi ll be your big loss. Your bad luck
awaits you there in the form of matrimony.
Big Ace.

M ell

David D.:
The Un iversity of Puerto Rico is so far
away and I miss you so much!!!
Mary Jane. S.

Tommy-C an you hear me.
Your mother

Espo - Congratulations as the first of the
Beavers to get his mouth caught!

Th ose AXE brothers sure are Astrology

Fo r Sale: Red bicycle bui lt for 2. Really
good condition, l ½ su mmers old . $55 or
best offer! Call 267-7753 M - F after 6 Sat.
- Sun. anytime.

Jerry

p .m. membership is unlimited, no dues,
easy hours, great benefits see Mell or call
Doug after noon at 777-7799.

from ' Fri sco is here .

W o uld like a ride to school from anyone.
Anyone living near or pa ssing Behnaut &
Darnen. Willing to pay for Gas.
Virginia Frank co ntact PRINT office
E-214

Wabugafes Rule!!

The Beaver recei vers are ope n for business in the cafeteria between 7 a .m . - 3

Wabugafes Rule!!!

JoAnn R.
I am sorry you
could
not go
skinny-dipping with me. Would you like to
attend my Halloween Party? (Money back
Guarantee, Do Not forget)
Fondest Love, Hans S.

Does anyo ne know how t o play "s mog?"
Smog is the new air polution game. If you
know how to play, put an ad in the classifieds next week.

George Namath? We knew you
couldn 't play hearts, now it's football.
The Beavers

With seconds remaining on ti;
clock and thoughts of the Lorr
game racing through their heads,
N ortheasterns footba ll wonders _
were called upon to stop a charging University of Chicago team. T he
Maroons who had minutes before
scored . to chop the Eagle lead to ......,,
two points, 14-12, were now inside the NISC thirty yardline . T here
was time for only one more play.
The Maroons lined up. The Eagles 1
dug in . The ball was snapped. The
quarterback faded back looking for
a receiver downfield. He •let fly
with a bullet. The crowd rose to
their feet. They yelled as there was
a jump for the ball. The game was
over. NISC defensive back had
outreached the Maroon end and
pulled down the ball for a game
saving interception. Final score
Northeastern 14 University of Chicago 12 .
Until the last minute surge by
the M aroons Northeastern was in
complete control of the game.
Their defense didn 't allow any
points on the board until the fourth
quarter. The only score for the U of
C came on an interception runback
of a Dan Creely pass.
The Golden Eagles two scores -came on pas s plays to Jim Schmitt.
One for 36 yards and the other for
84. The Dan Creely-Jim Schmitt
pass com bi natio n is becoming a potent weapon along with the running of Brian Anderson and Lee
Humphrey. The victory puts the
Eagles season record at 5 wins and
2 loses and breaks a two game losing streak. Next game is this Saturday against Marquette and it being
the Homecoming of the Eagle
should inspire them.

Who's the faggot in .
The Ro t

You don't have to Know how to program

in order to use a computer.
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Computers are fun and helpful
Everyone should use the computer.
Computers are marvelous .
I love our computer
Computers for everyone everyone -

Computers for

Computers for everyone _ _

The VW Fastback.
The only car that gives you two
trunks for the price of one.
Drop by. We'l l sh o w y ou w here the eng ine is.

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY
L....._0
- pe_n E
_Sun
ve_s. . _
_ Closed
~_
BR_5_3
• _5~~ ·1

··You've se en Curious (Yellow) ,
bu t you haven't seen
ANYTHING till you 've see n
Curious (Blu e\."
p)u s second big feature

" The Affairs of Aphrodite"

Shangri-La
----'==~"'------I
_

